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Norwich weavers were engaged in the production of the
finer qualities of worsted, while the Yorkshire men made
the middle and lower qualities x.
The	Although the opulent clothiers were capitalist manu-
facturers, eighteenth-century opinion was not unfavourable
towards them. It was now considered legitimate " for
every man to employ his capital to the utmost extent, only
that he employs it in the hands of different workmen, not
that those workmen should be confined in the walls of a
factory. A person may employ sixscore looms if he pleases,
but not under one roof "2. The factory clothiers, on the
other hand, as the passage just cited serves to show, did not
escape criticism, and the bitterest opposition was aroused
against them since the factory system meant the destruction
of home industry. The factory clothier, instead of giving
work out to weavers in their houses, kept the looms together
in one establishment. These establishments were called
weaving sheds or weaving shops, and the weavers who
worked in them were known as factory or shop weavers 3.
They were not paid lower rates than those who wove at
home, but many employers preferred to carry on the work
under their immediate inspection. The advantages of the
system were threefold. It enabled the employer to supervise
in person the processes of manufacture : it prevented delay
in the return of the work which was wont to occur when
a weaver wove in his own house for different masters : and
it rendered more difficult any embezzlement of the raw
material4. But against these advantages must be set the
disinclination of the best workmen to enter a factory, so
that inferior men had to be taken on. The opulent clothier
was sometimes also a factory employer. One Yorkshire
manufacturer5, for instance, had twenty-one looms : eleven
in his own workshop where he employed altogether over a
1 They made inferior imitations of Norwich and other fabrics: Cowper,
A Short Essay upon Trade in General (1741), 39 ; Reports on the Hand-loom
Weavers (1840), xxiii. 302. See infra, Appendix, p. 477, No. I.
 *	Parliamentary Papers (1806), iii. 99.
 *	The looms were termed ' shop looms '.
 *	Parliamentary Papers (1802-3), v. 257 ; (1806), iii. 175, 182.    For the
description of a mill, see Dyer, The Fleece (1757), bk. iii.
1 Parliamentary Papers (1806), iii. 210.

